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ABSTRACT

This paper gives new methods for calculating the time-domain
response for a �nite-length distributed RC line. We begin with
the solution for di�usion in a semi-in�nite distributed RC line
[4, 12] and apply the method of images (reections) to obtain
the voltage response for a �nite-length RC line. Second, we
describe a general approach for calculating the time-domain
response for �nite RC lines with source and load impedances.
Next, we obtain new approximate analytical expressions for
the voltage response in a �nite RC line with resistive source
and capacitive load. Delay estimates using this method are
very close to SPICE-computed delays; we compare against both
SPICE and the recent method of [12] which calculates delays
in an RC line with capacitive load. Our method is simple;
for higher accuracy in the response, additional terms can be
computed using numerical techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

Estimating delays on VLSI interconnections is a key element
of timing veri�cation, gate-level simulation and performance-
driven layout design. Because of the highly resistive nature of
the wires, many tools model the wires inside current integrated
circuits as distributed RC lines. The open-ended �nite RC
transmission line is widely analyzed in, e.g., [11, 14, 13]. The
standard approach is to �rst calculate the transfer function;
then, by approximating the transfer function both transform-
domain and time-domain responses are obtained for such simple
cases as a short-circuit or perfectly matched load [11, 14, 1, 10].
Using a di�erent approach to invert the Laplace transform
of the response, [9, 5, 12] have all obtained the exact time-
domain response for a �nite-length open-ended RC line. The
most recent of these works, by Rao [12], extends the tradi-
tional transform-domain analysis to calculate an approximate
time-domain response for a �nite RC line with capacitive load
impedance. The time-domain response is approximated by cal-
culating 10 dominant poles and their corresponding residues
from the transform-domain response; pole values are calculated
by solving the transcendental equation numerically.
A direct solution of the open-ended �nite RC line response,

i.e., directly in the time-domain, was �rst given by Kaufman
and Garrett [7]. To obtain the transient response to a step in-
put, [7] makes the simplifying assumption v(x; t) = f(x) � g(t),
i.e., that the voltage response is separable into functions of po-
sition and time. An in�nite series is obtained, and the response
can be approximated by considering as many dominant poles
as needed. More recently, Kahng and Muddu [4] also gave a
direct time-domain analysis of voltage response: in a �nite dis-
tributed RC line, the total response was shown to be equal to
the in�nite sum of di�usion equation solutions, with each dif-
fusion starting at either end of the line. Various cases of source
and load impedances either in�nity or zero were discussed, e.g.,
the open-ended line, short-circuit load, and perfectly matched
load. Analysis of the open-ended line case in [4] was incorrect;
[12] has pointed out that the response given is actually that of
the semi-in�nite line.
In this paper, we make the following contributions.
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1. We begin with the solution of di�usion in a semi-in�nite
distributed RC line [4, 12] and apply the method of images
(reections) to obtain the correct voltage response for a
�nite RC line. The total response is obtained by adding
various individual di�usion components; each of these can
be viewed as traveling either forward or backward along
the line, in analogy with reections.

2. We obtain new approximate analytical expressions for the
voltage response in a �nite RC line with capacitive load
and resistive source impedance. Delay estimates are very
close to SPICE-computed delays; we give comparisons with
both SPICE and, for the case of only a capacitive load, the
recent method of [12]. The time complexity of invoking
these analytical expressions is essentially a constant. For
higher accuracy, additional terms can be obtained using
numerical integration. Our analysis of RC lines extends to
response computations in general interconnection trees by
considering both reection and transmission components
at discontinuities.

2. DIFFUSION-BASED RC LINE ANALYSIS

2.1. Semi-In�nite Line
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Figure 1. A semi-in�nite distributed RC line, and
position x along the line.

Consider the semi-in�nite distributed RC line shown in Figure
1. The governing PDEs are

@i(x; t)
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@x
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where r(x) and c(x) are resistance and capacitance per unit
length. In a uniform wire, r(x) = r and c(x) = c are constants
and we obtain the di�usion equation
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Using the substitution � = x
p
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2t , the general solution is [4]
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Initial and boundary conditions for the semi-in�nite line are

IC: v(x; 0) = 0 for all x � 0
BC1: v(0; t) = vA(t) for all t � 0 (2)

and the initial condition that the line is quiet at t = 0 implies

C1 = �
p

2
�
C2. For ideal source and step input, the response is

vI(x; t) = V0 erfc(x
q
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where Rx = xr, and Cx = xc. Later, we will use the transform

domain analog of Equation (3), VI(x;s) =
V0
s
�e�x

p
rcs; also, for

a general input at the source end of the line VA(s) the transform

domain response is VI(x; s) = VA(s) � e�x
p
rcs.

2.2. Finite Distributed RC Line

An actual distributed transmission line has �nite length, imply-
ing a change of impedance at the end of the line. For typical
VLSI interconnections, discontinuities at the end of the line
are due to capacitive load, and those at the source are due to
a resistive driver. These impedance changes cause the volt-
age on the line to evolve according to proper reections. The
reection coe�cient at the discontinuity between two lines is
� = Z2�Z1

Z2+Z1
, and the transmission coe�cient is (1 + �), where

Z1 and Z2 are the respective characteristic impedances of the
lines. The concepts of reected and transmitted voltages apply
at any discontinuity; we use reection coe�cients to calculate
voltage propagation in a �nite distributed RC line.
In a �nite RC line (Figure 3), the di�usion equation solu-

tion of Equation (3) can be viewed as an incident propaga-
tion of voltage due to a step input. The Laplace transform of

this incident voltage propagation [3] is VI(x; s) =
V0
s
e�
p
RxCxs.

The total voltage on the line is the summation of the inci-
dent di�usion component plus reected di�usion components
due to discontinuities at the source (S) and load (L). In
other words, the time-domain expression for total voltage is
vTot(x; t) = vI(x; t) +

P1
i=1

vRi(x; t), where vI(x; t) � voltage
due to the incident di�usion and vRi(x; t) � voltage due to the
ith reection.1 The expression for any vRi(x; t) will be of the
same form as the expression for the incident voltage vI(x; t),
but with a displacement in the position variable and with a
di�erent magnitude (according to the reection coe�cients).
In general, vRi(x; t) can be calculated either through convo-

lution of the reected di�usion taking into account position
displacement, with the reection coe�cients or through in-
verse Laplace transform of VRi (x;s). For example, the volt-
age at position x (Figure 3) due to the �rst reection at
the load can be calculated by considering the incident wave
and shifting in position by h + h � x = 2h � x to obtain
VR1 (x;s) = �L(s)VI(2h � x;s), i.e., the �rst reected voltage
travels a distance h to the end of the line before reection and
then h�x to reach the desired location.2 The reection voltages
are also explained by applying the symmetry argument in the
Method of Images (or Reections) [8] to satisfy the boundary
condition at the end of the line x = h (Figure 2).
Similarly, the second reection at the source yields VR2 (x; s) =
�S(s)�L(s)VI(2h + x; s), and in general the ith reection gives

VRi (x; s) =

(
�

i
2
L (s)�

i
2
S (s)VI(ih+ x) for i even

�
i+1
2

L (s)�
i�1
2

S VI(h(i+ 1)� x) for i odd

so that

VTot(x;s) = VI(x; s) +

1X
n=1

�nL(s)�
n�1
S VI(2nh� x;s)

+

1X
n=1

�nL(s)�
n
S(s)VI(2nh+ x; s)

1In our notation, Ri refers to the ith reected di�usion starting
from either the source or the load discontinuity; i basically represents
the number of trips up and down the line.

2The analysis of [4] neglected to shift in position and thus incor-
rectly obtained cancellations of reected components in the response
computation for the open-ended line case.
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Figure 2. Evolution in time of the total voltage pro�le
for a �nite distributed RC line of length h. The small
dotted line indicates the incident di�usion component
and the large dotted line indicates the �rst reection
component. The total voltage on the line is equal to
the sum of various di�usion componets.

with time-domain response

vTot(x; t) = vI(x; t) +

1X
n=1

Z t

�=0

an(t� �)vI(2nh� x; �) d�

+

1X
n=1

Z t

�=0

bn(t� �)vI(2nh+ x; �) d� (4)

where an(t) and bn(t) represent odd and even nth reection
coe�cient values.
Our technical report [6] shows that both the di�usion equa-

tion approach described above and the 2-port transform domain
approach can be made to yield the same result. For example,
the �nite open-ended RC line with ideal source has coe�cients
�S(s) = �1 and �L(s) = 1, and the time-domain expression
for total voltage

vTot(x; t) = V0erfc(

r
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4t
)

+V0
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(�1)nerfc(
r

R2nh+xC2nh+x

4t
)

+V0
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n=1

(�1)n�1erfc(
r

R2nh�xC2nh�x

4t
)(5)

has also been derived from the transform-domain approach in
[5, 12]. However, even though the 2-port methodology has
been widely used [14, 9, 12], the di�usion equation approach
a�ords the insight to express the total voltage as a sum of re-
ected di�usion components. (The idea of reection compo-
nents is usually applied for distributed RLC lines which obey
the wave equation for voltage propagation.) The remaining dis-
cussion demonstrates di�usion-based response computations for
the cases of a line with capacitive load, and a line with resistive
source and capacitive load.

3. FINITE RC LINE WITH CAPACITIVE LOAD
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Figure 3. Distributed RC line of length h with capac-
itive load CL.



We now consider a �nite distributed RC line of length h with
capacitive load CL at the end of the line (Figure 3). This
case has been previously treated in [12] via an extension of the
classical transform-based analysis; the time-domain response
was calculated by considering the �rst 10 dominant poles. From
Equation (4), the total response is given by the in�nite sum
of all voltage components due to reections at the load and
source. It turns out that approximating the total response by
summing only up to the �rst four reections is quite close to
the SPICE-computed response. If necessary (e.g., for larger
loads than those we consider), more reection components can
be calculated using numerical techniques.
The following discussion will use the following shorthand

quantities to express the time-domain voltage response in a
concise form. Let

L1(y; n;m) = (
Ch

y
)2

t

RhCh

+
(2nh+ (�1)mx)
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L3(y; n;m) = (
Ch
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2t
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+
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h

Ch

y
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where y can be either CL or RS , n = 0; 1; 2; 3 : : :, and m = 0 for
an even reection component and m = 1 for an odd reection
component.
The reection coe�cient at the load for an impedance of

ZL = 1
sCL

is �L(s) =
1�qps
1+q

p
s
, where q = CL

Ch

p
RhCh. The reec-

tion coe�cient at the source for an ideal source is �S(s) = �1.
The voltage response of the �rst reected di�usion component
at the load can be obtained as

VR1 (x; s) =
V0
s

1� q
p
s

1 + q
p
s
e�(2h�x)

p
src =

V0
s

1� q
p
s

1 + q
p
s
e�b

p
s

where b = (2h�x)
h

p
RhCh. To compute the time-domain re-

sponse we apply the following technique to invert the above
Laplace transform response. Let

F1(s) = V0
(1� qs)

s(1 + qs)
e�bs = V0[

1

s
� 2

(s+ 1=q)
]e�bs

Applying the inverse transform yields f1(t) = V0(1 �
2e�

(t�b)
a )U(t� b). The inverse transform of this function withp

s as transform variable can be obtained using the identity [6]
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Expressing the voltage response VR1(x; s) in terms of the func-

tion F1, we have VR1(x; s) =
F1(

p
s)p

s
and corresponding time-

domain response
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Similarly, the voltage response of the second reected di�usion
component (due to the source discontinuity with �S = �1)

is VR2(x; s) = ��LVI(2h + x; s) and the corresponding time-
domain response is

vR2(x; t) = �V0erfc
 
(2h+ x)

h

r
RhCh
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!

+2V0e
L1(CL;1;0)erfc(L2(CL; 1; 0)) :

Extending, we may calculate the voltage response of the third
reected di�usion component as
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s
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where F2(s) = �V0
s
( 1�qs1+qs )

2e�bs and b = (4h�x)
h

p
RhCh. Substi-

tuting and again using the above identity [6], the time-domain
expression for vR3(x; t) is obtained as
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Similarly, the voltage response of the fourth reection at the
source is VR4(x; s) = �L2VI(4h + x; s) and the corresponding
time-domain response is

vR4(x; t) = V0erfc
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The above procedure can be continued to obtain analytic ex-
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Figure 4. Voltage response at the end of �nite RC
line with load factor CL

Ch
= 1:0 using Di�4L model and

SPICE. The line parameters are r = 0:015 
=�m, c =
0:25 fF=�m and length h = 2000�m. The time constant
of the line is RhCh = 15:0 ps.

pressions for the time-domain response for various di�usion



Load factor 10% Threshold delays(RhCh) 50% Threshold delays (RhCh)
(CL
Ch

) SPICE Rao95 Di�4L SPICE Rao95 Di�4L

0.0 0.133 0.130 0.131 0.376 0.379 0.379
0.25 0.180 - 0.182 0.560 - 0.563
0.5 0.220 0.220 0.221 0.736 0.739 0.740
1.0 0.289 0.287 0.287 1.088 1.089 1.085
2.0 0.405 - 0.403 1.795 - 1.811

Load factor 63.2% Threshold delays(RhCh) 90% Threshold delays(RhCh)

(CL
Ch

) SPICE Rao95 Di�4L SPICE Rao95 Di�4L

0.0 0.502 0.503 0.503 1.033 1.031 1.032
0.25 0.750 - 0.754 1.562 - 1.563
0.5 1.00 1.004 1.004 2.108 2.127 2.106
1.0 1.501 1.503 1.510 3.260 3.263 3.250
2.0 2.500 - 2.590 5.530 - 5.890

Table 1. Comparison of delay values at the end of the interconnect line (x = h) between SPICE, the method
of [14] and the analytical Di�4L model which uses up to the �rst four reected di�usion components.

components. In general, the di�usion components need not
be evaluated analytically, but instead can be computed by nu-
merical integration methods. Approximating the total response
by considering only up to these �rst four reections, we have

vTot(x; t) � vI(x; t)+vR1(x; t)+vR2(x; t)+vR3(x; t)+vR4(x; t)
(7)

We call the approximation of Equation (7) the Di�4L
model (i.e., up to 4 reected di�usions, with capacitive Load
impedance); Table 1 compares delay estimates at di�erent
threshold values for a wide range of capacitive loads, versus
SPICE3 and the method of [12]. Observe that delay estimates
using our new di�usion equation approach are very close to
the SPICE-computed delays (and to the method of [12] which
is based on the �rst 10 poles of the response), even though
only four reections are considered. Figure 4 gives a compari-
son of voltage response between SPICE and Di�4L model for
the case of load factor CL

Ch
= 1:0. Finally, we have also con-
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Figure 5. Voltage response at the end of �nite RC line
with source resistance RS = 2Rh and load capacitance
CL = Ch using Di�3SL model and SPICE. The time
constant of the line is RhCh = 15:0 psec.

sidered the �nite-length distributed RC line with both �nite
resistive source impedance RS and capacitive load CL. Analyt-
ical expressions for incident and reected di�usion components
are given in [6]. Approximating the total voltage by consid-
ering only up to the �rst three reected di�usion components
yields ourDi�3SLmodel (i.e., up to 3 reected di�usions, with
Source and capacitive Load impedance), which also matches
the SPICE response very accurately. Figure 5 gives a compari-
son of voltage response between SPICE and Di�3SLmodel for
the case of source resistance RS = 2Rh and load capacitance
CL = Ch.

3Note that SPICE uses the URC (UniformDistributedRC) model
for simulation of RC lines, i.e., it breaks each RC line into a �nite
number of RC segments.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have proposed new methods which sum re-
ected di�usion components to approximate the time-domain
response for a �nite-length distributed RC line. The result ob-
tained for the open-ended line is identical to that derived in the
classical transform domain by [5, 12]. We have extended the
technique for the more realistic cases of a �nite RC line with
capacitive load, and �nite RC line with resistive source and ca-
pacitive load. The delay estimates using our new methods (in-
corporating only three or four reected di�usion components)
are very close to SPICE-computed delays. Our method is sim-
ple, and can achieve even higher accuracy in the response by
computing additional terms using numerical techniques. Ongo-
ing work with our new technique extends the analysis of RC
lines to general interconnection trees by considering both re-
ection and transmission components.
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